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By Michael Erlewine (Michael@Erlewine.net) 

 
 
It is not without some trepidation that I venture into trying to communicate some of my 
astrological experience through “YouTube” videos. I very much want your feedback so feel free 
to send me personal Facebook messages (if it is too harsh for public) or comment here. 
 
This is a first attempt. I don’t expect many of you to have time and interest, but there may be 
some of you who can enjoy these. And please forgive my squeaky voice. In fact I can tell what 
to me is a very funny story about that: 
 
Back in the early 1970s in Ann Arbor I had a daily radio show called “Star Time” where I spoke 
about the current astrological weather in the heavens above. I would prerecord them on tape 
and the radio station would play these throughout the week. And I was not above listening in 
now and them just to hear my own voice.  
 
Well, one day I did just that. I tuned into “Star Time,” but I was in for a shock. They had replaced 
me with another astrologer. Instead of my rather high-pitched voice on the air, instead out came 
the deep, resonant, and obviously very kind and patient voice of someone else. To make 
matters worse, the Astrologer they chose to replace me knew his stuff. His every word was 
sharp and to the point, and in a flash I realized that he knew at least as much about astrology as 
did I. 
 
I was devastated to say the least.  
 
After I got over my initial shock I just had to call the radio station and find out who it was that 
replaced me. To my surprise what I found is that the station had mistakenly played my own tape 
at a slower speed which explained the slow resonant voice… and also how sharp this new guy 
was. It was me, just in another personality. It taught me a valuable lesson. You can’t judge a 
book by its cover.  
 
Please do check this video out and send some feedback. Remember this is just a first try, so be 
kind. Here is the link to the video: 
 
http://www.youtube.com/user/Astrologyland?feature=mhee 
 
I got the wrong link for those who want to read about their own StarType: 
 
http://www.astrologyland.com/reports.aspx 
 
 
TWO NEW STARTYPES VIDEOS 
July 12, 2011 
 
I put together two more videos on StarTypes, one of which would be worth any astrologer 
checking out. That is the one called: 
 
“The Opportunity of a Lifetime” 
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http://www.youtube.com/user/Astrologyland?feature=mhee#p/a/u/0/wtF3Gxvp0xg 
 
The other is about the techniques/astronomy behind StarTypes and should interest the more 
technical among you. It is called “ The Astronomy of StarTypes” and is found here: 
 
http://www.youtube.com/user/Astrologyland?feature=mhum#p/a/u/0/qOi2ECNyGe4 
 
 
STAR TYPES VIDEO PART 2 
"Just Two Kinds of People in the World." 
July 10, 2011 
 
 
These StarTypes videos are just for a few of you. Don’t worry, I am not going to  
stop posting my regular stuff. Like many of you, I wear a number of hats.  
 
StarTypes is (IMO) very important to anyone interested in relationships and trying to figure out 
how you might get along with friends, lovers, and co-workers, so bear with me. 
 
Those of you not interested, just ignore these. Those interested, watch them, and ask questions 
if you have any. 
 
This video introduces the two main relationship StarTypes, the roles that every relationship 
eventually assumes.  
 
The video is here: 
 
http://www.youtube.com/user/Astrologyland?feature=mhum#p/a/u/0/YH9A0BhcsNA 
— with Mary Monttein Alonso.  
 
VIDEO: A BRIEF HISTORY OF STAR TYPES 
July 9, 2011 

 

Here is a shorter almost extemporaneous narrative. Let me know if this is better and…louder. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/user/Astrologyland?feature=mhee#p/a/u/0/cvd54AU9kaU 
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